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1. Introduction
It is well known that the elecrical gate oxide thickness

tox_ete increases due to the finite inversion layer thickness
and the gate depletion, as shown in Fig. l, and the current
drive in the scaled MOSFETs with thin gate oxide is
severely degraded tll. As gate oxide is thinned, the
effects of the inversion layer and gate {epletion become
dominant.

In this paper, we propose a new scheme for recovering
the degraded current drive using variable threshold voltage
CMOS (WCMOS). Due to the inversion layer rhickness
and gate depletion, the body effect factor y is enhanced.
Therefore, the current drive is more improved when
positive substate bias is applied, thus recovering the
degraded current drive. We adopt a fully-depleted (FD)
SOI MOSFET in this study (Fig. 2), instead of a bulk
MOSFET, because FD SOI has much clearer strucfiual
parameters that determine y. Furthermore, forward bias
range of the bulk device is limited by the built-in potential
of pn-junction (- 0.7 V), while in the FD SOI device much
higher bias can be 4pplied to substate.

2. Concept for recovering the currcnt drive
In VTCMOS, the threshold voltage (V,i can be

controlled by the substrate bias (V6,) using the body effect
12-31. While standby off cwrent is kept small by setting
Vr1, high, oz cunent in the active mode can be enhanced by
lowering V6 @ig. 3). The threshold voltage shift is given
by t4l

LV* =t lAVr,1, (1)

where y is ttre body effect factor which is analyticalty given
by:

Tanarytrcat=+=3'*f", (2)cs ld

where Ca is depletion layer capacitance, Cs is gate
capacitance, fu is depletion layer width. [n case of FD SOI,
yis uritten as
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where Cs6ry and CBu( ata capacitance of SOI and buried
oxide, gq and fu61 &ta thickness of SOI and buried oxide,
respectively. Since tox_ete includes the inversion layer
effect and gate depletion effecL T",r"tyxa is enhanced when
these two effects are dominant. Fig. 4 compares the
values of To*Wr4 with and without these two effects using
eq. (3). It is assumed that the sum of inversion layer and
gate depletion thickness is I nm. The physical oxide
thickness fo, is 1.8 nm, and the other structural parameters
are also shown in Fig. 4. It is clearly seen that the body
effect is enhanced by the finite inversion layer thickness
and gate depletion. Therefore, when positive bias is

applied to substrate, much more enhancement in current
drive is expecled.

3. Measurerent
The effect of enhanced y is examined by measuring

n-qpe SOI MOSFETs tsl with two different to,; 1.8 nm and
3.5 nm. Both gate length (ts) and width (Ws) are 10 pm.
Device parameters are sufirmaized in Table I. Fig. 5
shows the V6, dependence of Vr1,. When the sum of
inversion layer and gate depletion thickness is assumed to
be I nm, the |-"1y6grl and measrned y are in excellent
agreement. This clearly demonstrates that y is enhanced
by the inversion layer and gate depletion. In the device
with /,r- 1.8 nm atVa = I V and V, =Vth, + 0.8 V (V4,s is
V6atVa,- 0 V), the current drive (/-) is improved by lSVo
at applying Vu, = 2 Y (relative to the current at V6, = 0 V)
and by 32Vo atVu = 4Y.

4. Simulation
In order to estimate the prospects for scaled physical t 

",we performed two-dimensional device simulation [6]. Fig.
6 shows the physical to, dependence of current drive. L*
fsel, ?Ild hut ato fixed and the values are summarized in
Table I. Acceptor density in SOI (N") is set to 3x10r7crr3.
The subsftate is p-type and doping density is 5x10r7 9m-3.
When the effects of inversion layer and gate depletion are
ignored, I*is almost inversely proportional to physical to*.

However, when these two effects are taken into account, the
degradation of current drive is observed. When V6s of 2Y
or 4 V is applied, lon is clearly improved and the recovery
of the degraded current drive is obtained. Measured
results are also plotted in Fig. 6, and they are in good
agreement with simulated results. However, the recovery
rate of current drive seems to decrease with scaling to, in
Fig. 6. This is because y is reduced with scaling ro,
according to eq. (3) when fs61 and tssx are set constant.

In order to take advantage of this scheme in scaled /o",
lsel and /3ey should be also properly scaled. Fig. 7 shows
the simulation results with scaled fsel and fusy ?t the fixed
ratio with to* and Fig. 8 shows physical ro" dependence of
Ioo enhancement rate and y. Ion enhancement rate
increases with scalitg tor. This is because the effect of
inversion layer and gate depletion becomes dominant and y
increases with scalitE to". Therefore, this scheme is quite
effective in scaled MOSFETs.

5. Conclusion
Vle propose a new scheme for recovering the degraded

current drive due to finite inversion layer thickness and gate
depletion, using VTCMOS. This scheme utilizes the body
effect, which is enhanced by the effects of inversion layer
and gate depletion. It is revealed that if thickness scaling
is properly achieved, the effectiveness of this scheme will
increase in scaled MOSFETs.
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Fig. 4. Enhancement of Tanatyticat due to inversion
layer and gate depletion. It is assumed the sum of
inversion layer and gate depletion thickne.ss is I
nm, i.e., tox-elc = lor *1 nrn Y is enhanced from
0.017 to 0.026. Measured yis also shown.
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Fig. 1. Schematic band
diagram to show the
increase in elecrical oxide
thickness.

Fig. 2. Structurc of an FD SOI
MOSFET. In FD SOI, Ca
conesponds to the series
connection of Csor and Ceox,

Fig. 3. Principle of WCMOS.
Active on curent is enhanced by
lowering Vrt,, while standby of
cunentis kept low.

Table I. Device parannters of
the measued and simulated
FDSOIMOSFETS.

Ls 10 prn

Ws 10 prn

tox 1.8 nm /3.5 nm

tsor 26 nm

Eox 100 nm
.lhnalytical 0.026 / 0.041

ltneasurcd 0.02s / 0.040

tq = 3.5nm

Tmeasued - 0

h= 10Fm

tsot= 26nm
tBox = 100nm
Vo=lV

tq = 1.8nm

lrneasurcd - 0.025

lanelydcd - 0.026

at 16 = W4t1O'lO-7 A

0
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Fig. 5. Measured Vas dependence of Vn in the FD
SOI MOSFETs with trvo different to'. lawlyicat is
calculdted from eq. (3), assuming that the sum of
inversion layer and gate depletion thickness is 1 nm.
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Fig. 6. Simulated physical for dependence of lon.

Here, tsor andtnox are fixed, and it is assumed ttattox-elc

= tux * I nm. Measured results are also shov*n.
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Fig. 7. Simulated physical rox dependence of lon.
Her€, lsor and laox are also scaled with br. The ratio of
tsor tnox and physical br is kept constant, md tsq = l$
nm and tBox = 100 nm at tox = 1.8 nm. It is assurned
thattox-cle=fox* 1nm.
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Fig.8. Physical tox dependence of lon enhancenpnt rate at Vbs = 2V and 4V
(relative to Var = 0V). T@,alyticat is also shown where it is assumed frr t tox-ele =
lor * I nm. It is assurnsd that rsor and tcox decrease proportionally with physical
tox. However, tox-cte does not decr€ase at the same rate becarse of the effects of
inversion layer thickness and gate depletion. Consquently, increases
with scaling lox accordhg to eq. (3).
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